Meeting with the Dads (can be done the same night as parents meeting)
PURPOSE OF THE MEETING:
1. Equip the Dads with the foundational knowledge as to why this ceremony is important
2. Give the Dads tools to have a successful blessing for their daughters
DADS:
1. Are you interested in purchasing Called to Bless Her? It would be beneficial to read it over
THIS WEEK, and ask your daughters if they have completed the questions in the back of the
book. (These are in her journal, as well)
2. There are other tools available (leaders, see the “Tips and Tools for Dads” file in the Dad
Tool Box folder of the Supplement CD)
Asking your daughters forgiveness in the areas you have failed is the difference between your
daughter being able to receive your blessing, and her not being able to receive your blessing. I
highly recommend this book: The Five Languages of Forgiveness by Gary Chapman and Jennifer
Thomas.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
What to talk about and what NOT to talk about when you take your daughters out on the
father/daughter date during Session 7: The Portrait of a Prince:
They do not want to feel like they are being lectured when they go out with you.
They want you to take the time to really get to know them, and have a chance to really get to
know you!
Most daughters love “Quality Time” with you - having a meaningful conversation. This is why we
provide questions for when you go out with your daughters (leaders, see the “Dad Questions” file in
the Dad Tool Box folder of the Supplement CD). When your daughter is taking this class, she asks
you the questions on your first date, however when/if you take her out for the second time, it is
your turn to ask her the questions.
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